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SUBJECT: (U) MNToothpick's Dec. 6, 2010
Summary
MNToothpick reveals Nat's deep anxiety over the Royal's growing fashion power and hold on the NAT fashion
industry by asking a double agent, known only as "Secret Santa": "How do you respond to the end of the Dr.
Pepper era?". Key passage highlighted in yellow.
Read related article
EA Gun Club battlefunds offer expired
1. Classified by Acting EA A/S Royal B. Nyce. Reason: 3.1417 (d)
2. (U) December 6; 1:00 p.m.; Alpine Assault.
3. (U) Participants:
Royal Mntoothpick, Mel the monkey, National Secret Santa, unknown nationals, notetaker MaskedMakrel
Alpine Mntoothpick, Mel the Monkey, National Secret Santa, unknown nationals, notetaker MaskedMakrel
4. (A/Unranked Aus Server) SUMMARY. In a 20-minute meeting at an Australia server, Mntoothpick makes
contact with a National double agent known as Secret Santa in an exchange of Dr. Pepper codes for information.
The "Secret" Santa complimented the Royal's recent "creative play". The Secret Santa noted that the
forthcoming end of the Dr. Pepper era caused confusion in the National Cafe. Mntoothpick observed Secret
Santa in apparent custody likely ending the likelihood of obtaining more information. END SUMMARY.
-----------------------ALPINE ASSAULT
-----------------------5. (A/Unranked Aus Server) MNToothpick made first contact with an anonymous NATIONAL source known only
as the Secret Santa. The Secret Santa showed Mntoothpick a golden gun. MNToothpick was interested in
learning the impact of the end of the Dr. Pepper era on National operations. Initially, Secret Santa agreed that
the Dr. Pepper codes had been received warmly by the Nationals who felt that they had a fashion advantage on
the battlefield. However, it was increasingly observed that the Royals had been more effective at obtaining the
Dr. Pepper codes. The Secret Santa would say no more at this time, unless he received Dr. Pepper codes.
Mntoothpick offered the Secret Santa 3 Dr. Pepper codes for more information. Secret Santa said he would be
in contact with Mntoothpick.

Mel the Monkey snapped this surveillance photograph.

6. (A/Unranked Aus Server) Mntoothpick had a second meeting by the Old Mill with the Secret Santa. "Secret"
Santa complimented the Royal's recent "creative play".
Mntoothpick produced an envelope of 3 Dr. Pepper caps with codes and then asked what information the Secret
Santa had to offer. Secret Santa noted that the forthcoming end of the Dr. Pepper era caused confusion in the
National Cafe. The inability to obtain the codes outside of North America had lead to divisions within the national
ranks. (Mntoothpick did not explain that the Royals had similar problems.)
Secret Santa initially described one Nat as a "spoiled child" and said that he had been keeping a list of naughty
and nice ones. He offered to provide the list in exchange for the Dr. Pepper codes. He demanded one code in
advance. Mntoothpick provided the code. The Secret Santa said he would be in contact with Mntoothpick.

Mel the Monkey snapped this photograph of the Dr. Pepper codes in the envelope.

-----------------------Dr. Peppergate
-----------------------7. (A/Unranked Aus Server) Mntoothpick had a third meeting by the Old Mill with the Secret Santa.
Mntoothpick produced an envelope of the remaining Dr. Pepper caps with codes and then asked for the list.
Before he could produce the list, the sound of a car approaching alarmed Mntoothpick who took to hiding in the
woods. From his vantage point, Mntoothpick observed several Nats approach Secret Santa and order him at
gunpoint into a vehicle. The last known sighting of Secret Santa has him in custody of other nationals in the
back of a car with his hands up!

This surveillance photograph was taken by Mel the Monkey.

8. (A/Unranked Aus Server) Mntoothpick was unable to obtain the names or identities of any of the naughty or
nice nationals.
Mntoothpick

